
Dear Jim, 	 6/9/75 
It has been a long and not an easy day made a bit brighter by the survival of your mandrillarks and a bit lighter by the old Razmitazz. 
Honestly, if it bandit been for the brightness of that eacific Sun lid have sworn that I was nearing 'eorgia Avenue in Wheaton during a lehruary anowstorm when the ear radio told no of the public knowledve of the Garrison "investigation" of which I d knoe for some time. 
I loot back on seny contacts with Garrinon, but nary a one in which I stood by his side. Closest was walking with him. I don t think wo ever oven sat side by aide. Shows the tricks the and can play. eepeeielly with the unjustified pers=on] pronouns unhidden. There mutt be a better is lean honest way of reporting a personal investigation. 
If I even noticed I've forgotten it. But t guess the migrntories say stop long enough to hatch a clutch out. Theire reproduction is light—trimPr. Act by the intensity but by incoases, daily. this varies with the species. It ie generally keyed to the availability of the food that species eats. Natures does not have the young peep out until they can hark it. Or can have it hacked for them, often a considerable labor, given how such they can eat compare4 to their size. 
losing touch with these beauties is one of the prices. 
I didn't know it when I moved in and had to accomoftate the zailman, who not without reason refused to drive in our lane with packer as and insured and certified mail oecause the multifloras or floribundas gashed the hell out of his car. They had to go for meetoo, because they parasite and choke out. With them we lost birds who made the meet perfect nu -covered nests. 
We read your letter to lunch and enjoyed it. I'd had to make a trip of about 80 miles today, in the middle of about 8,000 words I had to do for a Ftiday aieht speech at the Univ. Nd, conference on turning the Congress on.Rarts vile be excerpted for another affidavit, anticipating the dirtyworks I've forecast. I got an hour in outside, too. So, there was something to be said for having a nighcap of tne Raz. Ile and the sheet must have an enormous audience and stageering impact. I told you of the one inquiry from it. 
Quotable sources can and do manipulate the reporters and the press easily. The reporters are harried. But if assigned after the fee.. those same ieporters would often do honest and worhtwhile roundups. Only they are not assigned.. his turns the field over to the columnists, who don't have to meet daily news and edition deadlines. If one watches the Congress with care one can forecazt these kinds of develop-ments when the stakes are high enough. They key in with aperopriations votes. Hoover always had a spy or a red on tap for his appropriations votes. 
I'm sorry I was not able to follow the Mayaguez stories. I'm sure they fit the classic pattern, the kind that made an accurate contemeoraneous analysis of Tonkin Bay poseiblo. Nay, easy. And others like it that, :pith 	coneequence, arc forgotten. 
riot: 1 worwicr what "" intended foe that Garry Wiles letter carbon. I didnet send one to someone I had in mind. No matter; Eason is interested, so have one for him. Be says he wants to air no on it. I sugeested gibing 	the chance to respond. If the Star forwarded it promptly there has barely been time. 
And right now there are matters more important to no than asnwering self-ner-ving propaganda columns that have so little impact nobody has written me a letter about it. 

Aetee a lens; phone interruption, to bed, eith leeefies, 


